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Professional Development Webinar #1:  

Reading Quizzes and Daily Work 
 

Principles 

1. The need for daily work is driven by the (legitimate) need for deliverables. 

2. The completion of daily work is not synonymous with literary education; in fact, it is 

entirely separate, though not necessarily contradictory. 

3. Daily work must not be allowed to interfere with literary education and should 

therefore be tied as closely as possible to the principles of Socratic discussion and 

structural analysis. 

Practices 

1. Assign as little daily work as possible given the requirements of the class or 

institution. 

2. Have students perform daily work ORALLY and IN CLASS whenever possible, 

especially in the early elementary grades. 

3. When written take-home work is necessary, apply the following priorities: 

a. Tie it explicitly to the Teaching the Classics method and the Socratic List. 

b. Structure assignments to minimize prep and grading time, and to maximize 

student effort. 

Grammar-level Application: Core Skill G4 and Assignment G4.5 

• All recitation and short answer templates in the Grammar section of the Core Skills 

list can be used in class as oral quizzes, or as in-class written assignments to be 

graded immediately.  

• Each assignment requires the student continually to explain the text in order to 

answer the question. This is the key not only to the assignment’s value, but also to the 

ease with which the teacher can mark it.  

Logic-level Application: Core Skill L2 and Assignment L2.2 

• Reading quizzes may be assigned on titles being read at home (i.e., on the next book 

for discussion) or on titles already completed (i.e., on the book currently being 

discussed). If the class is discussing the same title as the students are reading at home, 

assignments that assume knowledge of the entire story should be avoided. 

• Principles of marking the 3-sentence quotation: 
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o Mechanics  

o Plausibility 

o Reference to the text 

o No others 

• Advantages of the 3-sentence quotation paradigm for reading quizzes: 

o It requires constant reference to the text. 

o It demands interpretation by way of explanation. 

o It prepares the student for handling textual evidence in essay writing. 

o It is easily converted to an in-class, oral exercise. 

o It facilitates efficient prep and grading. 

Rhetoric-level Application: R12 and R12.2 

• Worldview Detective (included with CFL Schools membership) presents an 

additional set of Socratic questions for literary analysis. 

• Worldview and theme are closely linked. 

• The 3-sentence quotation paradigm has the same benefits at the rhetoric level as at the 

logic level. 


